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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1883, Cesaro showed that  ~--]~=0 (~)Fk = F2~ and E~=0 (~)2kFk ---- F3n, where F~ denotes 
the ?~th Fibonacci  number.  That  is, F0 -- 0, F]  = 1 and for n >__ 2, F~ ---- Fn-1 + Fn-2. In this 
paper,  following the method  of Cauchy, a general izat ion of the preceding identit ies is used to 
determine in the complex plane annular domains containing all the zeros of a polynomial .  As an 
appl ication, using binomial  coefficients and Pell numbers,  we give an annulus for the zeros. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
In what  follows, a general izat ion of Cesaro identit ies is considered, and one theorem on locat ion 
of the zeros is proved. We begin with Cesaro's identit ies general izat ion. 
THEOREM 1. Let  r and s be roots of quadratic equation x 2 -ax -b  -- O, being a, b strictly positive 
n--1 real numbers. Define the two sequences {An}neVr and {Bn}neN by Bn = ~-~-k=o rksn - l -k  and 
An = cr ~ + ds ~, where c and d axe reM constants. I f  j > 2, then 
f i  (nk) (bBj -1)n-k B]Ak  = Ajn. 
k=0 
(i) 
Notice that ,  in the preceding statement ,  B~ is s imply B~ = (r n - sn) / ( r  - s), if r # s and 
Bn = ns n- l ,  i f r  = s. 
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PROOF. From Cardan-Vi~te's formulas applied to the quadratic equation, we have a -- r + s 
and b = - rs .  Now, taking into account the expressions of b, B~ and An as functions of r and s, 
statement (1) is equivalent to 
E(--1)~-k(n~(rs)~-k s~r y-2-~ slr j-l-e (crk+dsk)=crY~+dsJn. (2) 
k=0 \t=0 / 
In order to prove the preceding identity, we develop the left-hand side of (2) as follows 
/j-2 /n-k j-1 / k 
k=0 \~=0 / \~=0 / 
z, (;) ( r  --__ _l)n-k rn--ksn-k J?j 2 l s~r3-1-~ crk 
k=o \~=o / 
n "j--2 . n--k j--1 \k  
E( )n - \ (n )  n-k n -k (E  " ) (E  s~rj-'-~ + --1 k r S Sir 3-2-~ ) ds k 
k=0 \t=0 / \t=0 / 
{ n ( ) ( j - -2~ In--k ('3£~0S~7 "' 1 )k}  
= cr" ~-'~(-1) k s s i r  3-2-~ "- - 
~=0 \~=0 / 
+ ds '~ -1  k r s~r 3 -2 - t  
k=0 \l=0 / 
:or  n E ( ' l )n -k (~)  (Es ' r J - l - '  s'+lr J -2- '  
k=0 \~=0 I 
+ ds~ (-1)~-k .E  s~rJ-l-~ s~rJ-l-~ 
\~=0 / 
j--l~ j--2E }n v - -  = cTn 81r)--l--~ __ s~+lr3 2 
t, ~=o ~=0 
j--lz....¢ j--2E }n v - -  + dsn str3-1-t _ str3 1 
k £=0 ~=0 
= ~-  (~J-~)" + ~s o (s~-~)" = ~J- + ~s ~-. 
Hence, (2) is established and (1) proved. | 
Note that when a -- b = 1 and j = 2, 3 the identity (1) becomes Cesaro's identity. Now, by 
applying the method of Fujiwara [1], and using the same notation as in Theorem 1, we state and 
prove a result on the location of zeros. 
THEOREM 2. Let  A(z )  = )-~=0 akzk (ak ~- O) be a nonconstant complex po lynomia l  Then, 
for j >_ 2, all its zeros lie in the annulus C = {z  E C : r l  <_ [zl <_ r2}, where 
(~)~B~ (bB~_~) -~ ~o 
rl = min (3) 
l<k<n Ajn 
and 
r2 = max l<k<n 
Ajn an-k ~l/k 
(~)AkB] (bBj-1) ~-k aN J " 
(4) 
PROOF. 
we have 
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Following Cauchy's method, if we assume Iz[ < r l ,  then, from A(z) = ~=0ak zk, 
IA(z)I = > laol - ~ lakl I~1 '< > lao l -  ~ laklr~ = laol 1 - ak rk 
k=l  k=l  a0 1 • 
(bBj_l) n-~ ~_~ ~ < 
- Aj~ ao 
From (3), we get 
(5) 
Consequently, A(z) does not have zeros in {z C C : I z l  < ~}.  
It is known ([2-41) that all the zeros of A(z) have modulus less than or equal to the unique 
positive root of the equation 
B(z) = l~nl ~ - I~n_l l  z~-~ . . . . .  I~ l l z - I~01 =0.  
Hence, the second part of our statement will be proved if we show that  B(r~) >_ O. From (4), 
we get 
~n-k < (~)A~B)@Bj_ IF  -~ r~, k : 1,2 . . . . .  ~.  
a~ - Aj~ 
Then, 
B(ru) = [a= I r~ - E r~-k  > lan[ r~ - ~ (bBj-1)n-kTk'~ 7~7 -k 
= la~l,7 (l i ~ (~)AkB~b__BJ-aF-k l = O, 
k=l jn / 
and we are done. | 
Note that  (4) can also be obtained by applying (3) to the reverse polynomial znfi~(1/5). 
As an application, we give a bound involving Pell numbers. Let 7)4 denote the n th Pell number. 
That  is, P0 = 0,7)1 = 1 and for n _> 2,7)~ = 27)~-1 +7)n-2. Now, we state and prove the following 
COROLLARY 1. Let A(z) = }-:~=0 ak zk, (ak / O) be a nonconstant complex polynomial Then, 
all its zeros lie in the annulus C = {Z e C : r l  _< Izl _< r2}, where 
T1 ~-" mill_ f 2k~rDk(7) aO ~l/k 
and 
r2=max~ ~- an-k]l/k l<k<n t 2kT)k (7) an 
(k)AkB 5 (bBj_l) "~ 
IA(z)[ > [aol 1 - k=a ak r~ > laol 1 - k=l  ) - f~ j = o. 
Substitut ing (6) into (5), we have 
, k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  (6) 
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PROOF. Taking into account he characteristic equation for Pell numbers (1) becomes 
f i (n )  ~-k k 
k B j -1  B j  7)k = 7)jn. 
k=O 
Now, the result follows immediately setting j = 2 into the preceding identity and applying 
Theorem 2. 
As an example, if we consider the polynomial A(z )  = z 3 + 0.1z 2 + 0.1z + 0.7, then, we have 
that all its zeros lie in the annulus C = {z e C : r l  < ]z] < r2}, where rl  = 0.6 and r2 ~ 1.16 
sharpening the explicit bounds of Cauchy [2] 0.41 < ]z I < 1.7. Other bounds for the zeros of the 
preceding polynomial are Carmichael and Mason [5] ]z[ < 1.22, Tikoo [6] [z] < 1, Deutsch [7] 
lzl _< 1.1, and Zeheb [8] Izl < 1.62. 
3. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have generalized the procedure carried out in Diaz-Barrero [9,10] for obtain- 
ing bounds of the zeros involving binomial coefficients and second-order recurrent sequences of 
positive integers uch as Fibonacci and Lucas numbers. 
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